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EXPLANATION OF THE ITEM NUMBERS AND CROSS-LISTINGS
EXAMPLE CITATION
Bell, William A.
1869

2.26799

New tracks in North America. A journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in a
survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8. London: Chapman
and Hall, 2 volumes, lxix, 236 pp., 322 pp., map. [True 1st ed.] [See Volume I,
“General Features of the Colorado Basin”, pp. xxxviii-lvi; Volume II, “Central Arizona”,
pp. 185-198, which includes lower Colorado River; “Passage of the Great Cañon of the
Colorado by James White, the Prospector”, pp. 199-217.]
≡ CROSS-LISTINGS |CITED» GCNHA Monograph 2: page 16| |CITED» GCNHA
Monograph 8: page 1-12| FARQUHAR 25a FQ6:298 FQ7:179 FQ17:51A HOWES
B330 STORM 246 WHEAT V:1196 [map]
≡ REVIEWS AND NOTICES Anonymous, 1869, 30.1568, 1870, ITEM NOS. 30.654,
30.655; Bates, 1870, ITEM NO. 30.718

Each citation in the bibliography has a unique, but arbitrary, serial number referred to
herein as an ITEM NUMBER—in the example above the number is 2.26799. It is composed
of the number of the part of the bibliography in which it is cited (Part “2.” in the example),
suffixed with a unique number within that part (“26799” in the example). These are
explained more fully in the Introduction (click here, OR GO TO INTRODUCTION PAGE 152*).
An ITEM NUMBER is assigned when a citation is added to the bibliography, or when a citation
is transferred from one part to another, thus the numbers do not follow in order within the
alphabetical order of the bibliography’s citations. They are not reused if a citation is
removed from a part, either by deletion or transfer to another part (and there renumbered).
ITEM NUMBERS did not appear in the 1981 and 1990/1993 print editions of the bibliography.
Many citations throughout the bibliography have appended to them CROSS-LISTINGS to
previous editions of this bibliography and to selected bibliographical references. Also crosslisted are citations for REVIEWS AND NOTICES of the works cited. These ancillary notes are
indented and prefixed by the equivalence symbol (≡) so as to readily distinguish them from
the citations themselves. For users who view this bibliography in its original PDF format, the
bibliographical cross-listings are in dark orange and the reviews cross-listings are in dark
blue (see example above); the colors are only for visual convenience.
The cross-listing conventions are explained more fully in the Introduction* herein:
click here regarding CROSS-LISTINGS to previous print editions of this bibliography
OR GO TO INTRODUCTION PAGE 152*
click here regarding CROSS-LISTINGS to reference lists
OR GO TO INTRODUCTION PAGE 154*
CROSS-LISTINGS to reviews and notices cite book reviews and similar publication notices

that are listed in other parts this bibliography. This is indicated by the accompanying
ITEM NUMBERS in the cross-listing—most are in Part 30 (REVIEWS AND SIMILAR NOTICES);
some others in Part 3 (THE NEW YORK TIMES) and a few elsewhere. This is explained more
fully in the Introduction (click here OR GO TO INTRODUCTION PAGE 151*).

* The

Introduction is the separately paginated first unit of this volume (see Volume Contents).
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